
 
June 7, 2007 
 
 
 
Dear Commissioner/Executive Director, 
 
I am writing to advise you of forthcoming changes to the NYS Case Management 
Model in CONNECTIONS that will occur in September, 2007.  The new functionality 
will support the ability for voluntary authorized foster care agency and contract 
preventive (VA/Prev) staff, with an appropriately assigned role in a case, to have full 
access to the comprehensive family case record in CONNECTIONS as originally 
designed. Access in CONNECTIONS will be provided to all historical Child Protective 
Services (CPS) Investigation stages established as of January 1, 2006. This will include 
access to CPS investigation information in both “Indicated” and “Under Investigation” 
stages for the children and families served through contractual agreements with, and on 
behalf of, local Departments of Social Services and the Administration of Children’s 
Services (LDSS), but  excludes all access to any investigation stages  that are 
determined “Unfounded”.  For CPS investigation stages prior to January 1, 2006, 
allegations contained in reports, results of the investigation, safety and risk 
assessments, case history, and other pertinent information  shall be shared, as is 
currently  required, with service providers, in a manner  that is consistent with statute 
and safeguards the confidentiality of the information. 
 
Access to CPS Information 
 
This change is being implemented in a manner consistent with existing statutory 
standards relating to access for CPS information.  Voluntary authorized agencies 
providing foster care for a child named in a report, whether under investigation or 
indicated, are authorized access to CPS information pursuant to section 422(4)(A)(c) of 
the Social Services Law (SSL) which grants access to: 
 

(c) a duly authorized agency having the responsibility for the care or 
 supervision of a child who is reported to the central register of abuse and 
 maltreatment. 
 
In addition, a voluntary authorized agency providing foster care to a child and a 
preventive services agency providing services to a child or family, as a provider of 
services, are authorized to have access to CPS information pursuant to section 
422(4)(A)(o) of the SSL which grants access to: 
 

(o) a provider or coordinator of services to which a child protective service or 
social services district has referred a child or a child’s family or to whom 
the child or the child’s family have referred themselves at the request of 
the child protective service or social services district, where said child is 
reported to the register when the records, reports or other information are 
necessary to enable the provider or coordinator to establish and implement 
a plan of service for the child or the child’s family, or to monitor the 
provision and coordination of services and the circumstances of the child 
and the child’s family, or to directly provide services; provided, however, 
that a provider of services may include appropriate health care or school 
district personnel, as such terms shall be defined by the department, 
provided however, a provider or coordinator of services given access to 
information concerning a child pursuant to this subparagraph (o) shall, 
notwithstanding any inconsistent provision of law, be authorized to re-
disclose such information to other persons or agencies which also provide 
services to the child or the child’s family only if the consolidated services 
plan prepared and approved pursuant to section thirty-four-a of this 
chapter describes the agreement that has been or will be reached between 
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the provider or coordinator of service and the local district.  An agreement 
entered into pursuant to this subparagraph shall include the specific 
agencies and categories of individuals to whom re-disclosure by the 
provider or coordinator of services is authorized.  Persons or agencies 
given access to information pursuant to this subparagraph may exchange 
such information in order to facilitate the provision or coordination of 
services to the child or the child’s family. 

 
In accordance with section 422(4)(A)(o) of the SSL, where a LDSS refers a child or 
family to a foster care or preventive services agency, such agency is authorized to 
receive reports or other information necessary to enable the foster care or preventive 
services agency to establish and implement a plan of services for the child or family 
and to directly provide services to such child or family. 

 
Disclosure of Reporter/Source Information 
 
This letter will also serve as a reinforcement of the requirements, policies and practice 
established with the October 14, 2004 letter sent to Commissioners and Executive 
Directors, recent modifications to NYS regulations 18NYCRR 428. 3( g ),   428.5(c)(2), 
432.2(b)(3)(ii)(b), and 05-OCFS ADM-02(Build 18– Case Management Administrative 
Directive) issued on April 19, 2005 establishing the appropriate documentation in 
CONNECTIONS/Progress Notes for CPS staff contact with reporters/sources. 
                                                                                                                                         

 Section 422(4)(A) of the SSL establishes limitations on the disclosure of the name and 
identifying information of the reporter/source of a report of suspected child abuse or 
maltreatment.  Except as otherwise specified in statute, the name and identifying 
information of the reporter/source of the report, may not be disclosed, absent the 
written consent of the reporter/source of the report.   

 
This limitation on the disclosure or sharing of the identity of the reporter/source of the 
CPS report (without written consent of the reporter/source) applies to VA/Prev staff, but 
does not apply to any LDSS staff.  Effective with the implementation of Build 18, 
beginning in March of 2005, all LDSS child welfare staff, not just CPS, have had the 
ability to view CPS information.   Because of the potential for CPS staff to have 
identified the reporter/source in historical or existing progress notes, it became 
necessary to prohibit the ability for VA/Prev staff to view CPS information until 
procedures for documentation could be established and a solution could be 
implemented.  
 
With the new design and security that will be implemented this fall  the OCFS  is now 
able to provide access to CPS information in CONNECTIONS on under investigation 
and indicated cases to VA/Prev staff. To protect the identity of the reporter/source, 
support full viewing ability of historical and current CPS information by assigned 
VA/Prev staff, and concurrently provide CPS staff the ability to document appropriate 
contact with the source during the course of the investigation, OCFS has taken the 
following actions: 
 

• The CPS Intake Stage will be viewable by LDSS/ACS staff only.   
• Only LDSS/ACS staff assigned the specific business function, “View 

Reporter/Source” will be able to view the  identity of the reporter/ source.  
• Only persons with “View Unfounded” may see any CPS cases with an 

“Unfounded” determination 
• Only LDSS/ACS staff may be assigned  the business function, “View 

Unfounded” 
• VA/Prev staff will be able to view the entire Child Protective Record 

Summary (CPRS) for “Under Investigation” or “Indicated” investigation 
stages which includes information pertinent to each allegation, subject of 
the report, and child listed in the Intake report, but no narrative 



information from the Intake, which may reveal identifying information 
related to the reporter/source. 

• VA/Prev staff will be able to view Safety Assessments, the Risk 
Assessment Profile, all related progress notes, Investigation Conclusions, 
and any other relevant information maintained in the CPRS, as well as any 
events related to fatalities in the investigation stage for “Under 
Investigation” and “Indicated” investigation stages. 

• In the documents previously referenced, OCFS established clear 
guidelines, effective April 19, 2005, for the necessary documentation of 
all contact with reporter/source in Progress Notes by CPS staff.  

• Development of security in CONNECTIONS that blocks all information 
documented in the Progress Note data field, “Other Participant”, with 
a value of “Reporter/Source” from viewing by a VA/Prev staff person. 

• Prohibits the printing of any investigation stage prior to a determination of 
“Indicated” by VA/Prev staff. 

 
This will enable all staff with an assigned role in a case and appropriate security, who is 
working with a family to view relevant history and essential information that supports 
their ability to take appropriate actions and provide the most effective plans for the 
safety, permanency and well-being of the children we serve. 
 
As with all situations involving disclosure of case information, such persons are subject 
to existing limitations on re-disclosure (see section 422(4)(A), 422(5) and 422(7) of the 
SSL) and penalties for unauthorized disclosure (see section 422(12) of the SSL). 
 
We understand that this will be a significant change for some staff.  As always, along 
with the freedom to share information and have access to more critical family 
information, is the  responsibility for confidentiality, privacy, appropriate use of the 
information and other operational issues that will need to be addressed.  We will be 
providing regional information sessions and developing official policies and guidance 
which will be available to assist your staff in the successful implementation of this new 
functionality and to provide clarification of the relevant technical, policy, practice and 
legal issues as we expand our efforts to provide the best service to children and 
families. 
 
If you have any questions, please contact your Regional Office. 
 
Albany Regional Office (518) 486-7078 
Buffalo Regional Office (716) 847-3145 
Rochester Regional Office (585) 238-8201 
Syracuse Regional Office (315) 423-1200 
Yonkers Regional Office (914) 377-2080 
NYC Regional Office (212) 383-1788 
Native American Services (716) 847-3123  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Larry Brown 
Executive Deputy Commissioner 
 


